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Porms, methods and functions of material incentives in dratt
ing and executing industrial plans at 'Y&l'ious levels 

1. Material incentives are a basic principle of the eoonO!J 
and an iaportant condition for the operation of the law of 
socialist appropriation 

!he German Democratic Republic has established the social 
ownership of the means of production, thus abolishing the 
antagonisms in the economic relations aaong men. !his t7P9 
of ownershi.p was the f~rst at a hi.storica~l7 advanced stage 
of social production to give ris~ to a uniform basic interest 
of all members of society in developing the econOJly as rapid-
ly as possible, in order to satisf7 the material, cultural and 
i~tellectual needs of working people in an ever better W&.7• 
The economic foundations of socialism and the purpose of so
cialist production reflect the objective coincidence of the 
interests of societ7, socialist enterprises and working people. 
This coincidence is the principal driving force in the 4eve~op· 
ment of production, the achievement of the fastest possible 
growth of the national income and its moat effective utilisation. 
This force does not, however, operate automatically. !he inter
est of societ7 as a whole is met through the channel of the 
specific interests of enterprise collectives and the individual 
interests of working people in the socialist econoD17, w~ich is 
based on a division of labour and whose parts are clos~l7 tied 
up. Therefore, socialist economic .management has to link and 
regulate the whole s7stem of the national econOJll1' and its parts, 
on the one hand, and the uniform interest and the interests of 
enterprises and individuals, on the other, in a way which di
rects all efforts at the common aim of increa~!ngly meeting the 
growing material and cultural needs of working people. 

All forms of utilising material interest have to be baeed on 
correct and preciee planning. Miatates in the employment of 
material ~riving force~ reduce or negate their stimulating ef
tect, lead to violations ot economic laws, slow down the de
velopm•nt of production and do damage to eooiet7. jt the same I 
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time, it should not be forgotten that this interest always has 
to be taken account in the form it takes in any specific 
caae; and this form varies in accordance with the level reached 
in the developaent ot society. 

The establishment of the coincidence of interests, which ta an 
active factor of the socialist eoonoaic system, is founded on 
a plan. In planned socialist economy, th'9re is an i.Jul'ldiate 
connection between material incentives and plan. We uae the 
tera material incent~ves to cover a whole s1stem of material 
rewards for perfol'llB.Dces by enterprise collectives and individ
ual working people. 

Material incentives h~lp to harmonise the targets of enterprises 
with those laid down in the governmental plan; they e:af orce the 
principle of pay according to performance so as to p?"event work
ing people lo.:ing si&.t of the ta11ks of their particular enter
prise. So, they make anterpriaes and working people act in a 
socially necessary way; and what is socially necessary for the 
enterprise to do is laid down in the plan. 

Material incentive~, which are an inherent element of p~anned 
socialist econQm.y, are effective at all levels of the national 
economy. The purpose of this system is both to stipulate such 
remuneration on the part of society for a performance and to 
attac~ such importance to it in line with its impor~'Ulce to so
ciety as a whole, as will give every enterprise collective and 
every worker enouch material interest to make them want to im
prove performance. 
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!he fellowing table shows how material incentives which are 
linked with the plan serve to reach the targets ot socialist 
production: 

I Central management and planning 
of the national economy with a / 

____ ....,, view to meeting needs 1n an ever ... ,----. 
better manner 

1 I 

Material incentivess Targets: 
- Pund tor extended - Increased output 

reproduction ~ Enterprise !..,_ __ "'. - Improved quality o1 
- Wage fund products 
- Bonus f•JDd - Reduced cost 
~ Efficiency fund 

'I 
Material incentives: 
- Wages 
- Bonuses 

I ' 

!rargets: 
• - Increased producH Workers :1----1, tivit7 

- More economical use 
of .material 

- Better utilisation 
ot the tund ot 
fixed capital 

These targets are to be seen as nothing but examples. !hey 
are dependent, in any oaae, on the specific tasks and condi
tions ot reproduction at the part~oular enterprise. 

It is the purpose of the sooialiat.eoonomic system to establish 
relations among the various levels ot the natioJ?&l eoono117 - at 
which Mterial interest opul"&tea uuder the conditions ot .-o
cialiat oommodit7 production - and to put them ~n an economical-
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17 sound basil · Thie hae to be achieved bJ means of a s7stem
atic iaprovea~nt of the acientiric nature of planninc and 
aanageaent, into which the impleaentation of the princ~ple of 
.material interea~ is haraoniously integrated. 

( 1) The material interest of ~ociiet7 ia the ma.xlllull grow~h or 
the national incoae, which ie laid down in the plan and 
serves to aatist7 the nee4a of people in an inoreaeingl.y 
efteotive aanner. 

(2) At the level or enterprises and combine plants - comaoclity
producing lmits which uae economic accounting - ttte .ma
terial interest of collectivas is aimed at the all-round 
tulfilaent of gQvernaent3l plans. 

(3) The individual material interest of working people, which 
is directed at their earned income, is so arranged that, 
on the one hand, performance-stimulating wages are paid 1n 

accordance with government-stipulated principles or cri
teria which are the same throughout sooiet7 and, on the 
other, relations are established between the overall per
fol"ll&nce of an enterprise on the basis of the plan and a 
part of the earned income ot the individual worker. The 
latter ia, in particular, done through the bonus fund. 

Socialism baa both ~terial and ideal driving forces for man 
to do work and do it well in terms of qualit7 and quantity. 
Although both of them operate at the same time and to the same 
end from the very beginning of socialist construction, comple
menting each other and forming a unit7, their impact differs 
at various stages of development. At first, material stimuli 
prevail among work!_"~ people; but they are more and more ad
ded to b7 moral ones. The more socialist societ7 matures, the 
greater is the importance of ideal and moral driving forces, 
which,in their interaction with material stimuli, are a mani
festation of socialist consciousness. 
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2. 1orms of material incentives 

There are two forms of material incentives, which are intimate
ly wedded and for~ an unbreakable unity: collective and indi

vidual economic stimulation" 

Collective economic stimulation refers to an enterprise or a 
combine plant ae a whole. It gives the enterprise an interest 
in ambitious plane and the fulfilment and overfulfilment of 
all their indicators and stipulations. These indicators ex
press in physical_ terms and in value what plans las down about 
production, its result, the expen~tture required, and, in con
sequence, the efficiency of the enterprise. They also include 
indicators and stipulations about the development of society 

and peraonality. 

Individual economic stimulation takes the form of wages and 
bonuses and is based on a breakdown of a pl&ll among the sec
tions of r..n enterprise. It provides for monetary rewards for 
performa·1ces of individuals in accordance with their share in 
the fulfil~ent of the plan and gives them an interest in deal
ing wita aelarge a part of the plan ~s possible and fulfilling 
and over.fulfilling it. This way, their ind"ividual material 
incentives ensure that their enterprise will fUlfill its plan 

as a whole. 

3. Material incentives for collectives 

Below we shall be considering mater1.al incentives at enter
prises, incentives which can be regarded as the typtcal form 
of col:dctive economic stimulation. Its first function is to 
make enterprises draft and adopt imp1·oved plans 1, which lay 
down in a'vance the overfulfilment o! plan tasks

2 
and plan 

1 'Improved plan', translated from the German 'Gegenplan', 
signifies an economic plan which is ela~~rated by enterprise 
colle"'tives on the basis of ·;he governmental plan and is 
aimed at overfulfilling the targets of the latter plan. 
(The tr.) 

2 'Pl.an task' ('Planautgabe') refers to a tas~ which the State 
Planning Commission has set and the Council of Ministers has 
adopted and which serves as a basis !or enterprises and 
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targete3 which an enterprise has been given. 

A.;i enterprise knows best what iteopportunities and reserves 
are. It therefore has to be given a~ intereat in mobilising 
these reaerves so that it will ov9rfulfill the governmental 
plan tasks. And this is the second function of material in
centives: to provide for specific rewards for overfulfilling 
governmental plan targets or accepting additional plan tasks. 
In this connection, it is meaningful to differentiate between 
material incentives ar;id atimulate the overfulfilment of gov
ernmental plan tasks which are stipulated in improved plane more 
tban the simple overf·,tlfilment of the plan. The material and 
financial results can, de facto, be the same, irrespective of 
whether they are due to the simple overfulfilment cf the plan 
or the overfulfilment of governmental plan tasks under im
proved plans. Yet the latter can be included in t~e balancing 
of the national economy. Society can reckon with that from 
the very outset. 

Therefore, material incentives start to operate as soon as the 
plan is being drafted and continue to do so throughout its 
execution. Th~y encourage enterprises and their collectives to 
make use of all the opportunities they have to increase output 
and productivity and reduce cost already at the early stage 
when the plan is being drav~ up. When the plan is being car
_ried out stimulation has to be aimed mainly at an output which 
is in line with demand in terms of the amount and range of 
products and is distinguished by high quality and low cost. 

An important yardstick of the work ione at socialist enter
prises and combine plants in industry is profit. It is the 
most important source of money for meeting the expenditure 
of the socialist government and, at the same time, financing 

Continuation Pootnote 2 
other partial systems of the national economy to draft their 
parts of the national econ~m~c plan. (The tr.) 

3 'Plan target' ('Planauflage') iescribes a task which is laid 
down in the national economic plan passed by Parliament and 
is delegated to au enterprise or other partial system of 
the national economy. (The tr.) 
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extended reproduction, increasing the bonus fund, and improv
ing cultural and social-welfare services for working people. 
?rofit thus plays an important r&le ia the operation of col
lective material incentives at enterprises. 

In the German Democratic Republic the mechanism of price regul
ation is firmly under the control of the government. It is so 
arranged that, as a rule, enterprises can pay their expendi
tures from the proceeds of their sales and, in addition, make 
a profit. Provided enterprises are run along eco~omical lines 
and employ their living and materialised labour as effectively 
as possible, they are profitable. Consequently, profit is an 
important gauge of the economic performance of an enterprise 
and a major criterion of the economic benefit which is derived 
from scientific and technological measures planned and taken 
at an enterprise. Acting as an economic stimulus, it also 
takes an important place in the system of collective material 
incentives. 

Although it is the artificial reflection of essential aspects 
of the economic activities of enterprises, profit - or, to 
use another term, the operating result - cannot be the one 
and only yardstick of performance at an enterprise. A com
prehensive appraisal of the performance of an enterprise can 
be given only on the basis of the results it obtains in reach
ing all the partial targets of socialist enterprise manage
ment (its productive and society-forming functions). Since 
profit is a criterion of benefit and a~ economic etimulub 
of the material interests of an enterprise collective, it 
invariably has to be seen in its context with the rest of 
the ree~lts of an enterprise's activities which affect the 
enterprise. 

Under s~cialie~ profit can be neither the purp~se nor the 
starting point of the economic act~vities of ecterpriees. 
Profit is important merely because it is the source which 
f!ilances the fulfilment of the tasks of the entire society, 
and is, simultaneously, a mirror which reflects the economic 
activities of enterprises. Socialist society wants the profits 
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of enterprises to rise s~eadily to the extent to which this 
rise manifests an imp~ovement of performance, especially an 
increase in outp~t, with the riillge of goods remaining in line 
with demand, their coat not changing and the profitability and 
structure of export improving. Profit coming from other 
sources (e.g. illegal price increases or violations of the 
range of goods laid down in plans~ have to be considered null 
and void and must not be economically advantageous to enter
prise~. 

The material incentives for enterprises to make high profit 
operate mainly through the principle of self-financing of in
vestments. Thie principle governs the financing of production 
at all socialist industrial and building enterprises tcday. 
It can be described as follows: 

(a) As far as plan targets allow, every enterprise is respon
sible for meeting its o~n requ~rements in terms of the 
means for simple and extended reproduction. 

(b' The speed and quality of the development of its various 
funds and its reproduction capabilities are largely depend
ent on its economic activities and, thus, on the quality of 
its management and planning. 

(c) The results expo~ting enterprises obtain in their foreign 
trade are included in their financial operating result. 

The ~oom left to an enterpriae to m&~Jeuvre in this respect 
is limited in two ways: 

- first, by prices, which are fixed by the government (both 
industrial delivery prices fer its output and prices of the 
material and the supplies it receives play a role in this 
context); and 

- sec~nd, by governmental stipulations about payments to the 
government. 

The application of the principle shows that enterprises are 
res~oneible for their own reproduction. 
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On the one hand, the ·sphere is widening - as far as the gov-
6rnment' s binding plan indicators allow - in which enterprises 
may, and have to, take independent decisions. 

On the other hand, these decisions depend lar~ely on the avail
able financial resources, which enterprises have to provide 
for themselves. In other words, the volume of resources 
which may be used for extended reproduotioL, and a part of the 
resources which may Od put into the funds serving to stimulate 
individual '11lterial interest, depend nn the economic result, 
the profit. Thia gives rlse to an ~ediate interest of en
terpriee collentives in beat economic resw!te. 

In consequence, the principle mentioned above eatabliahee a 
direct ~elationship between malcing profit and using it. !here 
is a simultaneous stimulation of an effective employment of 
all the various funds at an enterprise in each and every 
phase of reproduction, starting from research and development 
and ending at sales. Here again, a ~irect link is visible 
between material incentives and plan. lot only are the re
sources for simple and extended reproduct~.on pl&.nned but also 
the sources of these resources and their utilisation. 

The principle makes enterprises concentrate on very definite 
key tasks. Of special importance are long-term decisions 
which aim at a continuous and great efficiency and serve to 
bring about a considerable increase in profit. This calls for 
future-orientated idea1J and deciaions with regard to the de
velopment of demand and effectiveness. It is no longer enough 
to judge the ~trectiveneas of a product or proo3dure on~y trom 
the point of vie·1 of the pre~ent conditions of ~rotitability 
and sales. Puture-orientated decisions mean that economic 
processes at enterprises should be assessed from the angle of 
tomorrow's e!fec+iveness, i.e. the highest world standards 
prevailing in the future. Thie is the basis on which deci
sions have to be prepared and taken. T~erefore, demand ana
lyses, comparisons with highest world standards and benefit 
calculations which rest on these foundations are gaining in
creasing importan~e for the safeguarding o! an effective re-
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~roduction. Orientation ~n producing an output which is in 
line ~1th demand, ensuring a high quality of products end 
stepping up export profitability is directly linked with any 
decision on matters of effectiveness. This link is only too 
obviousi for every product bas to be sold before it can yield 

profit. 

Additionally, the principle of self-financing of investments 
makes enterprises avoid neglecting economical stock ~eeping, 
which re~ers to the spheres of fixed capital and working cap
ital. Capital whtch is not required has to be abandoned; 
and a great degree of economic benefit has to be aimed at 
whenever investments are made and working capital is expanded. 
Thia shows that the interests Gf the nktional economy as a 

~. 

whole and those of enterprises coincide. 

Thia coincidence of interests is effectively encouraged by a. 

purposeful use of material incentives. In this instance of 
economical stock keeping with regard to fixed and working cap
ital, m&terial incentives take the form of a production funds 
levy. 4 To facilitate a grasp of the latter's ati.JDulating ef
fect, we should llke to proceed to describe the criteria of 
profit formatfon and profit utilisation and also thei~ con

nection. 

Gross profit, which is also called the compound operating re
sult, is made up of: 
- the returns from sales of output and other sales at home; 
- the returns from exports; and 
- the proceeds from export-stimulating resources (governmental 

export subsidies). 

4 The production funds levy ('Produktionsfondsabgabe') is a 
part of the gross profit of a socialist enterprise. It is ~ 
standard percentage to the part of the fixed capital fund 
(gross value) and the part of the self-financed working 
capital fund which are used on an average, and has to be 
transferred to the governmental budget in advance. 
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Profit is utilised as followss 

gross profit (compound operati.n, result) 
minus production funds levy 

net profit 
minus planned transfers to the bonus fund 
minus planned t~ansfers to the efficienc7 fund 
minus net profit pa1ment to the government 
minus planned transfers to the self-financed working capital 

fund 
minus planned transfers to the inve. ·tment fund 
minus planned repayment of interest-bearing fixed capital 

credits 

Profit exceeding the planned level is evenly divided between 
the governmental budget and ~he enterprise funda. 

The transfers to enterprise funds can take the form of: 
- additional transfers to the bonus fund; and/or 
- an incree.se in the share of self-financing in the financ:1.ng 

of working capital and investments, and al&o the repaymen·t, 
of credits. 

Thia shows that the production funds levy takes pride of place 
in the ut,.1isation of profit. It is usually fixed at six per 
cent of the gross value of the productive funds - i.e. the 
funds of fixed capital and of self-financed working capital -
and is transferred to the governmental budget. 

The following example will demonstrate how the production funds 
levy operates: 

Enterprise A Enterprise B Enter-
Erise C 

Productive funds 600 500 400 
Gross Profit 75 70 80 
Production funds levy (6 ~) 36 30 24 
Bet profit 39 40 56 
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!h• effect of the production funds leV7 ia that erterpriaea 
have a higher net profit at their disposal it they make ra
tional uea ot their funds. But net profit is the all-important 
factor on which both the financial resources tor extended re
production and individual material stimulation are dependent. 
Thus, the lever action of the production funds leV7 ai.Jlla ata 
- a great efteotiveneas of inveataentss 
- the ab&Tldonaent o~ fixed capital which is obsolete an6 not 

used &Ill' mores 
- a rational economy of stooks with regard to material, un

finished products and finished products; and 
- 8 great degree of shift-work utilisation of highly produo

ti ve equipment. 

The more an enterprise makes rational use of its 1unds, raises 
its productivity and reduces its prime cost, the higher will 
its net profit be. The amount of the.production tun~s levy is, 
however, tied up with the si£e of the productive t.unds, rath~r 
then the actual ~ount of enterprise profit. In consequence, 
the develop~ent ot net profit and, thus, the development o! the 
accumulation capacity of enterprises is to a very considerable 
extent dependent on how successful enterprises are in reducing 
the prime cost per product unit, with the productive funds re
maining at a given level or with funds saved. 

The mechanism of the production funds levy provides the condi
t1on for linking collective and individual material intereste 
with the requirements of the national economy, 1D this case 
mainly with the requirements of an etfecti~d funds polic7. So, 
the pToductio~ tunds levy is the point of intersection between 
the requirements of centralised governmental planning and the 
interests of enterprises. 

It bas become apparent that the compound operating result com
prises the profit of en,erprises from the aales of product• at 
home and abroad. Onl1 by including export returna, profit be
come• a ge~uine yardstick of the effectiveness of the entire 
activities at enterprises, from :esearch and development right 
to sales. EconomicallJ, enterprises are faced with world market 
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conditions, and their interest is guided towards utilising the 
opportunities of the economic integration of socialist coun
tries. !he7 11re made to control the market in selected fields 
and ensure stable sales t.nrough improved supplies of goods, a 
good eervice to customers and a swift response to changes in 
the market. 

!he tact tbat positive and negative results of export activi
ties are intdgrated into the compound operating result forces 
enterprises to adjust the manufacturing of products to the 
standards and requirements of !orei£n trade. !his integra
tion and the direct relationship it establishes with the selt
financing of investments gives a boost to the material inter
est of enterprises. It is directed at the increase in pro
fitability with regard to proiucta sold both at home and abroad 
and, aocordin&l1, covers all aspects of reproduction at 3nter
prises. 

The self-finllllcing of investments also includes bank credits. 
Credits enable enterprises to use financial resources for ex
tended reproduction earlier tnan would be posaible without 
them. Enterprises can, e.g., take planned investment measures 
sooner and in a more concentrated wa7. But - most important 
ot all from the point of view of self-financing - even these 
resources have to be accumulated by enterprises themselves. 
Enterprises whinh take up credits have to accumulate not only 
the resources for their repa7ment but also all accruing in
terest. 

As far as enterprises are concerned, a bank credit is the ad
vance provision of resources which are to be accumulated later. 
It enables them to carry out measures of intensive extended 
reproduction at greater spe9d and entails the obligation tor 
them to repay the credit and an agreed interest from their 
net profit at fixed dates. 

Departures from the basic rate of interest are permissible so 
that the varying conditions of credit projeots can better be 
taken account of. The bank concerned can award interest re-
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ductions if certain credit conditions have been met (efficien
cy indicators, the share of self-financing, the life of a 
credit, etc.) or if a credit has to be granted on preferential 
terms on account of urgent requirements of the national eco
nomy. Extra in~erest is charged if credit conditions are not 
met or if credits are required t& put plan irregularities 
right. So, these variations serve to enhance the stimulating 
effect of interest even more. 

The utilisation of categories of value (price, profit, credit, 
interest, wages, and bonus) for economic stimulation calls for 
well-harmonised regulations. In other words, material incen
tives are fully enforceable only if they act as a system of 
stimulation. The larger the number of isolated regulations, 
the greater the dang~r of mutual contradiction· or double 
stimulation. There is an occasional inclination to use what 
are called counter-levers to do away with shortcomings in 
stimulation; but this merely serves to complicate matters and 
may even obscure regulations. Although the ~emand for a sys
tem of stimulation is theoretically logical and is raised 
equally in all socialist countries, it is not easy to meet in 
practice. One of the problems involved i~ the optimum com
bination of those material incentives which are based on an
nual plans, with longer-term economic stimulation which is 
based on a binding five-year plan: both short-term and longer
term effects have to be stimulated at enterprises after all. 
This is connected with another problem, that of the trans
ferability of funds in terms of time and,to a certain extent, 
also of purpose. Shall enterprises be enabled to "accumulate" 
financial resources over a period of more than a calender 
year? And if so, for what funds and 1n what dimensions? Na
turally enough, the material safeguarding has to be ensured 
for funds in the year in whi~h they are ueed, and there must 
be no disproportions in the national economy, e.g. between the 
disposable income of the population and the total of the com
modities available. Purthermore, certain proportions have to 
be maintained between wages and bonuses. This means that a 
system of stimulation will not come about automatically and 
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that there cannot be a regulating mechanism which is •perfec
tionist• tor all time. !he system depends on the conditions 
of development existing at any one time and has to be pe;
fented in a continuous process. 

4. Material incentives for individuals 

4.1. Relations between the material interest of enterprises and 
that of individuals 

As has repeatedl7 been emphasised, socialism gives the whole of 
society an interest in enterprises me.lting big accomplishments 
in production and enhancing the profitability ot their products. 
Thie is a logical outcome of the basic economic law of social
ism. 

Thie interest of society defines the lines along which every 
enterprise colle~tive bas to be stimul~ted. Gcvernmental pro
visions about the formation and ti.employment of the wage 
fund, the stimulation funds (the bonus and efficiency funds) 
and the f!mds of extended reproduction give every enterprise 
material incentives to work in a way which is in harmony with 
this interest of society. 

Therefore, the working people of an enterprise take a collec
tive material interest in the development of their enterprise. 
Yet it would be wrong to speak of material interest only, 
since this interest is coupled with an ideal interest in the 
same aim. The ideal interest is a result of the pride of work
ing peopl~ in ~heir.enterprise's good performances in produc
tion, in the respect their enterprise commands in society, 
etc. 

The operation and gathering momentum of ideal driving forces 
in the tield of work in association with the correct employ
ment of material interest are clearly demonstrate~ in the 
German Democratic Republic by the Movement of the Pioneers of 
Work, the Emulation Contest Movement and socialist collec
tive work, The new attitude to work gives rise to creative 
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initiatives and cooperation on the part of workins people, 
which have a variety of manit•~tationst meetings at which 
workers diao~~s production ~fairs with a view to irllproving 
the planning and JIBll&geaent of production; exchanges of ex
periences iaproveaent proposals; innovators• activities; 
the advance traininc workers receive to learn how to operate 
new teohnologic.:&. equi~aenta etc. ~ important requirement 
is the establishment of a proper link between the material 
interest of working iaople and the moral and ideal rewards 
they get tor performances. Jny lop-aided utilisation o! 
material interest is to be avoided. Against this bacqrowtd, 
use has to be made of the JDaJ17 opportunities which exist for 
granting moral rewM'de. This requires that at the level of 
entdrprises and at even higher levels a system. should be used 
which envisages the effective utilisation of awards such as 
governmental distinctions, honorar:y titles co.n!erred by enter
prise managements, certificates and additional moral 
incentives like "Road of Top-Workers" {along which photo
graphs portraying such workers and a few data about them and 
their perforDIBllce are displayed, the tr.), publications in 
enterprise-owned newspapers, etc. 

The .material interest of an enterprise collective is closely 
tied up with that of every single worker. Working people 
are interested, e.g. in their enterprise being able to trans
fer large sums to the bonus fund, because this will mean high 
bonuses for them in the end. In this way, there is a full 
coincidence of interests between the collective and the indi
T14ual. 

Within the limits of this ooinoidenoe, there can, however, be 
contradictions i~ the further distribution of atlmulatin~ 
funds, e.g. the bonus fund. Every production sub-department, 
every department, every work team {group ot workers headed by 

a team leader; basic unit in factory floor, the tr.) and, 
finally, every worker wishes to get as large a share of the 
fund as possible. When an enterprise baa a large bonus fund, 
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every individual may get a large end-o!-the-year bonus, for 
instance. Whether he actually gets it or not depends on how 
far the quantity and quality o! his work have contri·outed to 
the !ulfilment o! the tasks o! the enterprise. Every worker 
gets his share o! the bonus fund in accordance ~~th his 
specific performance. !his leads to the constant stimulation 
of .turther improvements o! performance, which, in turn, has 
a favourable effect on the development of the enterprise, 
and in the final analysis, on the development of the whole or 
society. 

Thie shows t~G there are two types of incentives in socialist 
society for every worker to improve hie performance: 
- hie earned income (wage and bonuses) increase in accordance 

with his individual performance; and 
being a member of a socialist society, he shares in the over
all progress of this society through increased services 
supplied by t _c government in social welfare and culture, 
through price-cuts for important consumer goods, which have 
been made systematically in the GDR in the last few years, 
etc. 

4.2. The enforcement of material incentives !or the individual 
through hie earned income 

The earned income of working people is, iL the main, made up 
cf wages and bonuses. 

Both of them are to make working paople interested in raising 
output in accordance with demand, improving the quality of 
products and reducing the cost required to makethem. Since the 
manpower potentiel in the GDR has practically been exhausted 
and the number of workers engaged in material production can
not therefore go up, the tasks mentioned have to be fulfilled 
by means of an increase in productivity. 

This increase has to be achieved mainly by: 
- a rise of the scientific and technological level of produc

tion hy way of purposeful measures of ra~ionalieation; 
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- an optimum utilisation of the capacity of industrial enter

prises; 
- an economical use of p~wer, basic material and auxiliary 

material; and 
- an intensive utilisation of the working hours of working 

people, e.g. by a reduction of idle hours for machinery and 
equipment and for repairs, the avoidance of idle hours for 

organlsational reasons, etc. 

These four factors which help increas~ productivity are the 
focal points on which the tvo f orma of earned income concen
trate. The latter have to be so arranged at enterprises that 
they can provide material incentives to raising productivity. 

Wages and bonuses have specific functions as well though. 

W6ges are the principal form of income distribution according 
to work performance in the GDR. They are the major factor de
termining the earned income of working people. The average 
Parned income of factory-floor and office work~rs at GDR enter
prises rose from 439 marks to 792 marks a month - i.e. to 
roughly 180 per cent - from 1955 till 1971. Minimum wages 
were raised on two occasions during this period, in 1967 and 
1971. The minimum wage, which is fixed by the GDR government, 
ie 350 marks a month. 5 Incidentally, retail prices remained 

virtually the same in that period. 

Wages have the following functions: 
- They are material incentives to raise productivity, which is 

achieved mainly through a prcper use of wage forms. 
- ~hey encourage the interest of working people in improving 

their qualifications and accept~ng greater responsibility. 
- They serve to distribute manpower among the branches of in

dustry in line with their importance for the natio~al eco-

nomy. 

5 Cf., Several authors, Okonomik der Arbeit (Economy of Labour, 
the tr.), published by Verlag Die Wirtschaft, Berlin, sixth 
edition, 1974, p. 495. 
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Wages !orm part o! the prime cost of output. If wage cost 
per unit of product goes dovn, the p~ime cost of the particu1ar 
enterprise does so as well and - since prices remain tbe same -
profit goes. up. 

Wages, in contrast to bonuses, are not, however, dependent on 
the result achieved by an enterprise as a wh~le. They are 
measured solely by the performance of a worker in the fulfil
ment of his work tasks. 

Bonuses are financed from the enterprise's profit. Their pro
portion in tee earned income of working people stands at ap
proximately 8 per cent in the GDR at preeent. 6 

Bonuses have the following specific functions: 
- They give working people an interest in the drafting o! an 

ambitious plan for the enterprise and in its fulfilment. 
They do so mainly on account of the conditions laid down by 
the government for the stipulation of the size of the enter
prise's bonus fund. 

- They encourage working people to work very hard themselves 
so as to fulfill and overfulfill the plan of their enter
prise. This is done by ~easuring the performances of 
every worker and reflecting them in the amount of bonus 
he gets. 

They allow giving material award to certain collectives or 
individual workers for very specific achievements, such as 
the speedy repair of some vital equip~ent for their enter
prise, the execution in especially high quality of an im
portant export order, etc. 

4.3. The employment o! different wage forms and their effects 
with regard to the enforcement o! material incentives 

The GDR has gradually established a system o! wage rates which 
is in keeping with its socialist conditions. The all-important 

6 Ibid., loo. cit., p. 497. 
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progress which it represents ie that the same standard wage is 
paid for the same work, irrespective of the age and sex of the 
performing worker. This system ot wage rates is the most im
portant instrument of the socialist government to eniorce the 
principle ot remuneration according to work performance 
throughout the national economy. 

The tables of wage rates are arranged according to occupational 
groups (workers, office workers, foremen, etc.). A special 
table is in force for every branch of the economy. Rates vary 
according to both the qualifications required of a worker and 
the responsibility to be accepted by him. This is the basis 
on which different money wages are laid down for the different 
wage and salary groups. There are, e.g., eigh·t wage groups 

for production workers. 

Standard wages act as material incen~ives for working people 
mainly to improve their qualificati~ns and accept responsible 
work. But this does not meet all requirements of performance
stimulating pay. Another essential is to select the proper 
wage form on the basis of the specific conditions of produc
tion and work. Thie wage form is the one which permits taking 
account as precisely as possible of the quantitative and qua
litative performance of working people and· giving them ma
terial incentives to fulfill the tasks in their jobs com

pletely. 

A large number of successful wage forms have been developed 
in the economic practice of the GDR; and new variations are 
emerging and are in the testing stage. By and large, all 
these wage forms can be reduced to a few basic forass time
wages and piece-rate wages, which bonuses can turn into bonus 
time-wages or bonus piece-rate wages, respectively. 

In the case of simple time-wages, the wage level is determined 
by the period o! time during which a worker works ever1 day 
or every month and by his qualifications (hia grading in the 
wage-scale). These wages are applied w~en working people oan
not be given measurable performance indices in advance. This 
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is, at present,· particularly true to say ot management per
sonnel, staff engaced in planning, management and· accounti.DC, 
any ancillary personnel and manno~er ~i:ed to look atter other 
working people. 

Simple time-wages do not create adequate incentives to improYe 
the quality and quantity of results of work. Tbere:tore, work 
is now being done in the GD~ ~o perf eot the forms ot pay and 
bonuses especially for management personnel to a point where 
their interest in the fulfilment of their tasks is heightened. 

Simple piece-rate wages are used if conditions of production 
allow measuring the expenditure of work for every single work
ing operation in terms of time. The specific gauge to measure 
work in these instances is the technological work norm. Here, 
the wage level depends on the rate of scale for the particular 
wage group and on the technological work norm in force. !he 
larger the number of products made, or of working operations 
performed, in a unit of times the higher are the wages, and 
vice versa. The hourly wage of working people rises in pro
portion to their overfulfilment of the work norm. Therefore, 
it one-sidedly orientates on the quantity of work results. A 
difficulty is the stipulation of objective criteria uf per
formance by means of technological work norms in a situation 
in which the conditions of technology, production engineering 
and organisation are changing all the time. 

In the past, the development and employment of technological 
work norms was sometimes underestimated in some GDR indastriea. 
When this happened there were no genuine criteria of •tticien
cy, and wages could not fully pl&J' the r6le of material incen
tives for working people to improve performance. Experi~nce 

has shown that material incentives can produce their full ef
fect only if performance is mP.asured by technological work 
norms. Therefore, big efforts are now be1ng made by Gl>R enter
prises to meet these requirements. 
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An advanced form of simple piece-rate wages is that of bonus 
piece-rate wages. They take account of new qualitative cri
teria of efficienc7, such as the improvement of the quality of 
product~, th6 economical use of material, the optillum utilisa
tion of machinery, etc. The degree to which these indicators 
are complied with corrects the vage level which is arrived at 
on the basis of the quantity of the work result. 

!he scientific and technological revolution and the increase in 
continuous processes of work following in its wake inoreasiug
lJ objectify the flow of production. !he resultant techno
logical pressure of time leads to a situation in which the 
economic result of pro4uction is determined directly by the 
technological and economic parame·;ers of production equipment. 
Work is changing its quality. Its new major features are: the 
maintenance of technological conditions of equipment, the tech
nological supervision of machine:ry and equipment for whole manu
facturing sections, and mainte~ance work of high quality and 
short duration. Under these conditions of ~reduction, bonus 
time-wages are used in the GDR. !hey are particularly wide
spread in chemical industry. As mechanisation and automation 
advance, these wages will gain ill importance in other branches 
as well. 

The employment o! specific wage forms is a responsibility of 
~nterprieee in the GDR. Enterprise managements cooperate 
with enterprise trad3 union branches when they fulfill this 
task. It is essential for any enterprise not to admit of 
eohematism in the employment of wage forms. An analysis of 
the specific conditions of production at an enterprise will 
have to be made in any case to find out what wage form is beet 
suited to contribute to the fulfilment of the economic and 
public tasks of this enterprise. 
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4.4. Th~ Ftimulation of good performance by workinc people 
through the uee of the bonus fund 

Next to wages, bonuses are one of the moat effective forms of 
material incentives for working people in the GDR. Parti~ular

ly important is the end-of-the-year bonus, which takes the 
lin~•s share of the bonus tund 1n any GDR enterprise. Other 
types a.re the bonus linked with a specific order and the ini
tiative bonus or instantaneous bonus. 

The former is paid for the ~filment of tasks which were given 
to individual collectives or working people in addition to 
their act·l.81 work task. It thus encourages them to enter into 
special commitments, e.g. in connection with the socialist ra

tionalisation ot productioa. 

The latter is paid righ~ after working people have scored 
particular achievements in socialist emulation contests. Such 
achievements can be: better utilisation of equipment so that 
output is increased; economies with regard to working hours, 
material and energy; reduction of the costs of products; im
provement of the quality ot products; et.c. 

The forms of bonuses planned at an enterprise and the resources 
in the enterprise bonus fund to be ~sed to pay them are agreed 
between the director of the P.nterprise and the enterprise 
trade union committee in what is called an enterprise col
lective contract. This contract also lays down the principles 
which govern the payment of bonuses at an enterprise as a whole 

and its sub-departments. 

The payment of bonuses must not be seen in isolation: it is a 
component of the system of incentives. This calls for a com
plex consideration, recording and accounting of the indicators 
which provide the groundwork for stimulation through both wages 
(bonus time-wti.ges and bonus piece-rate wages) and the various 
forms of bonu~es (especially the end-of-the-year bonus). 
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4.5. !he purpose of material incentives for individuals 

fhe purpose of the individWJJ. material incentives tor working 
peopl~ which are created by wages and bonuses is determined by 
the tasks an enterprise bas in the fulfilment of central gov
ernmental plane. These tasks are mai~ly related to: 
- an increase in output; 
- a rise in produotivity; 
- a reduction of prime cost; 
- a growth of profit; 
- an improvement of the quality of products; 
- an expansion ~f export; etc. 

The enforcement of individual materiPl incentives requires plan 
tasks to be broken down and distributed, in line with the struc
ture of an enterprise, among its departments, foremen's sub-de
partments and work teams. As a result of this breakdown, every 
worker bas to know precisely what the tasks of his work team 
are, and what his own tasks are, in a given plan period. 

The specific tasks of every section of an enterprise provide 
the basis on which the enterprise stipulates what indic~tors 
the stimulation through wages and bonuses should focus on. Aa 
has already been said, these two forms of stimulation have to 
be seen in their interaction. A production worker may, e.g., 
be given the following stimulation: 

Stimulation through wages 
(bonus piece-rate wages) 

- hie performance in terms 
of quantity 

- reduction of the amount 
or refinishing required 

- maximum uttlisation of 
fixed capital 

Stimulatio~ through bonuses 

- his fulfilment of production 
tasks every day and every 
month 

- avoidance of · aplanned 
unused periods 

- reduction of the cost of 
material 

When an enterprise breaks down its plan among its sections, 
two major problems arise, whose thqoretical solution is now 
being worked on in th~ GDR~ 
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(1) What plan 1A41oatora Jaaye to be given to the sections ot 
an enterprie• in view ot the principal taeka ot the enter

,. priae? 

(2) How 4o theae plan 1D4icatora have to be quantified tor the 
eectiona? 

A large nuaber of enterpriaee have ao tar be~!' llrealcing down 
plane allOllg their colleotivea an4 in4ivi4ual working people on 
tile baaia of ·iapirical atat1at1cal values. But if we wish to 
arrive at a wo~kable bae1a for aeaauring performance.and 
att.,J],ating colleotivea and individual working people, we shall 
have to bave objective criteria tor the breakdown ot plane. 

Ag.-Wr. 61'1./1 '8/16 (204) 
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